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Abstract

Possibly the most fascinating biochemical mechanism remaining to
be solved is the formation of oxygen from water in photosystem II.
This is a critical part of the photosynthetic reaction that makes solar
energy accessible to living organisms.

The present thesis uses quantum chemistry, more specifically the
density functional B3LYP, to investigate a mechanism where an oxyl
radical bound to manganese is the active species in O–O bond for-
mation. Benchmark calculations on manganese systems confirm that
B3LYP can be expected to give accurate results. The effect of the
self-interaction error is shown to be limited. Studies of synthetic man-
ganese complexes support the idea of a radical mechanism. A man-
ganese complex with an oxyl radical is active in oxygen formation
while manganese-oxo complexes remain inactive. Formation of the
O–O bond requires a spin transition but there should be no effect
on the rate. Spin transitions are also required in many short-range
electron-transfer reactions.

Investigations of the superproficient enzyme orotidine decarboxy-
lase support a mechanism that involves an invariant network of charged
amino acids, acting together with at least two mobile water molecules.
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Preface

Formation of dioxygen in photosystem II is an intriguing biochemical
reaction, but the detailed mechanism remains unknown. In the present
thesis, this reaction has been investigated with the theoretical method
density functional theory. The same tool has also been applied to the
superproficient enzyme orotidine decarboxylase. The most important
results of these investigations are summarized in the thesis itself, while
full length results are available in eleven scientific papers, attached at
the end.

The initial chapters provide an introduction for readers not fami-
liar with the investigated systems and/or the employed methods.
Chapter 1 mainly treats photosynthesis, explains the importance of
this biological process, and outlines why it is an outstanding chal-
lenge in enzyme catalysis. Chapter 2 provides a brief background to
the theoretical methods and discusses the expected accuracy of differ-
ent computational approaches, with focus on the density functional
B3LYP.

The first results appear in Chapter 3 that presents two investi-
gations on the performance of B3LYP for manganese systems. One
of them, described in Paper I, is a benchmark test of redox reac-
tions in manganese systems. Before the release of O2, the manganese-
containing oxygen-evolving complex in photosystem II is oxidized four
times by the extraction of four electrons and four protons. B3LYP per-
forms well when the energy required to extract one electron and one
proton is compared to experimental data for six synthetic manganese
complexes. Paper II treats a basic flaw in most density functionals,
the interaction of an electron with its own density. One effect of this
self-interaction error is an artificial stabilization of delocalized states.
Despite this, all models of the oxygen-evolving complex are correctly
predicted to be localized, which is shown to be primarily due to short
manganese–manganese distances.

A mechanism for oxygen evolution in photosystem II is discussed
in Chapter 4 that summarizes the results in Papers III and IV. These
papers analyze an oxyl radical pathway for O2 formation and both are
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inspired by a novel proposal for the structure of the oxygen-evolving
complex, a Mn3Ca-Mn cubane-like structure suggested from X-ray
diffraction. In addition to the direct investigations of the mechanism
for water oxidation, Paper V presents computational results for ex-
change rates of manganese ligands. This is an effort to rationalize
rates of water exchange in photosystem II.

Only a few systems are capable of forming O2 from water. The one
most similar to the oxygen-evolving complex is a synthetic manganese
dimer with terpyridine ligands. This biomimetic complex is discussed
in Chapter 5. Paper VI shows that the active species in this dimer is
an oxyl radical bound to manganese. Complexes with the same formal
oxidation state that do not form oxyl radicals are inactive. Formation
of the O–O bond requires that the system goes through a change
of spin. Paper VII shows where this spin transition occurs for the
synthetic catalyst and that it does not affect the total reaction rate.
Paper VIII provides more examples of how biomimetic complexes
can be used to understand complicated biochemical systems.

Electrons abstracted from water in the oxygen-evolving complex
are parts of a chain of electron-transfer reactions that starts with the
absorption of a photon. A special case of electron transfer, summa-
rized in Chapter 6, is the short-range reaction in transition metal
systems. Apart from the oxygen-evolving complex, a relevant biolog-
ical example is the enzyme manganese catalase. Paper IX illustrates
that electron transfers in antiferromagnetic systems must be accom-
panied by a spin transition, which leads to three alternative reaction
paths.

Finally, the last chapter describes the results obtained for oroti-
dine decarboxylase, an enzyme unique in its ability to accelerate the
substrate reaction, without help from any cofactors or metal ions. Sev-
eral proposals for the activity of this enzyme have been analyzed in
Paper X and XI. The latter paper includes a summary of the former
one, but reports novel results, mainly from a hybrid quantum me-
chanics/molecular mechanics approach. After these investigations, a
single mechanism remains. In this mechanism, an interplay between a
conserved network of charged amino acids and mobile water molecules
manages to stabilize the transition state.
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1

Introduction

Plant photosynthesis is the biological process that has the most fun-
damental impact on this planet. Not only is it the dominating agent
for collecting solar energy, it is also the reason there is oxygen in the
atmosphere.

The first organisms that used solar energy were two different types
of bacteria. However, what most people refer to as photosynthesis is
the process that takes place in plants and cyanobacteria. Plant pho-
tosynthesis is a complicated process where two photosystems, I and
II, work in tandem. Both are derived from systems in the early bac-
teria, but photosystem II (PSII) has incorporated a novel molecular
machine, the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), that uses water as re-
actant and releases oxygen. The protons and electrons removed from
water are used in energy-conservation processes that finally lead to
synthesis of carbohydrates.

O2 is simply a by-product of the water oxidation reaction, but the
impact of this by-product makes it the most important “pollutant”
of all times. Prior to the evolution of photosynthetic organisms that
released O2, i.e., 2.5–3.5 billion years ago, there was no free oxygen
in the atmosphere. The first hundreds of millions of years of oxygen
production, this situation did not change because all oxygen reacted
immediately, primarily oxidizing iron to “rust”. When the reserves of
metallic iron were exhausted, the amount of oxygen in the atmosphere
increased “dramatically”, at least on a geological timescale.

For some organisms, O2 was toxic. But more importantly, other
organisms developed ways to use oxygen as an oxidant in their meta-
bolism, so-called aerobic metabolism. This invention was approxi-
mately 18 times more efficient than the old anaerobic way. Conse-
quently, aerobic organisms came to dominate most biotopes while
anaerobic organisms mainly thrive beneath the ground and at the
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1 Introduction

bottom of the sea. Two billion years ago, life had, thanks to photo-
synthesis, found ways to collect solar energy as well as ways to use it
efficiently. These developments enabled the evolution of more complex
forms of life.

Today, the solar energy captured by plants does no longer cover
the needs of human society. Instead, more and more people rely to a
large extent on the consumption of fossil fuels, the remains of photo-
synthetic action over millions of years. But in spite of the increasing
use of energy, conversion of sunlight remains an alternative for the
future. The amount of solar energy that reaches this planet is several
orders of magnitude larger than the present demand. Unfortunately,
most of it turns directly to heat instead of more useful forms of energy.

A possible way to develop cheap and efficient solar cells would be
to learn from the process that works for plants. There are several con-
cepts that are referred to as artificial photosynthesis, but the ultimate
goal would be to use water and light as starting materials, produce
hydrogen for use as fuel, and release oxygen as the only by-product.
At present time, the road to practical and economical solar cells in-
spired by plant photosynthesis seems rather long, but understanding
how plants manage to form O2 could be an important step. However,
the focus of the present thesis is on the biological system rather than
the possible applications. Even if the applications are ignored, the
task of understanding one of nature’s greatest machines is a fantastic
challenge.

Another prominent challenge when it comes to understanding en-
zyme activity is presented by orotidine decarboxylase (ODCase). En-
zymes are biological machines that control and accelerate the pro-
cesses of life that in many cases would take thousands of years to
complete. ODCase catalyzes a step in the formation of RNA and DNA

bases. Without assistance this reaction would take millions of years,
but in the enzyme it takes less than a second. From the point of in-
creasing the rate of a chemical reaction, ODCase is among the best
enzymes there are. Interestingly, it works without the help of any
metal ions or external organic molecules and therefore appears to be
an ideal model to study “pure” enzyme catalysis. An improved un-
derstanding of how enzymes achieve their amazing catalytic power
could help in designing synthetic catalysts. Solving the mechanism of
a specific enzyme could assist drug development that targets diseases
related to the enzyme.

The investigations of photosystem II and orotidine decarboxy-
lase have been performed using a theoretical method called quantum
chemistry. The basic idea is to apply quantum mechanics to problems
in chemistry, but these theories are too complicated to be applied
directly. Therefore, a number of approximative quantum chemical
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methods have been developed. Still, these methods lead to compli-
cated mathematical equations that can only be solved by computers.
The method employed in the present thesis is density functional theory
(DFT). During the last decade, the development of accurate density
functional methods, like B3LYP, has made DFT a powerful tool for
treating biochemical problems.

A major benefit of theoretical methods is the ability to model
several hypothetical reaction mechanisms and estimate how long time
they would take to complete. If a mechanism is predicted to take
millions of years, it cannot be the correct enzymatic one, because those
reactions are usually over in less than a second. Very often, only one
modeled mechanism comes even close to the experimentally measured
rate. The targets of the present investigations are to find these correct
mechanisms for photosystem II and orotidine decarboxylase.
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2

Tools of quantum

chemistry

Quantum chemistry describes how to use quantum mechanics to solve
problems in chemistry. Real chemical systems are too complicated to
handle and must be reduced to simpler model systems. Still, quan-
tum chemical methods require approximations to be able to treat even
small model systems. Two conditions must therefore be fulfilled in or-
der to get accurate results. First, the selected model should be a good
representation of the chemical system of interest. At present, there is
no methodological way to design a good model, and thus pragmatic
approaches, based on experience, must be adopted. Second, the com-
putational method should accurately calculate the model’s properties.
A more accurate method increases the reliability of the investigation,
and an understanding of the possible shortcomings of a method re-
duces the risk of drawing incorrect conclusions from the results. To
outline the expected accuracy of the present investigations, this chap-
ter provides a brief theoretical background to quantum chemistry with
focus on the method used in the thesis, density functional theory with
the B3LYP functional.

2.1 Basics of wave function methods

The most important connection between a system at the quantum
level and a chemical reaction observed at the macroscopic level is
the energy. If energies can be calculated along a reaction pathway,
this enables the prediction of reaction rates, reaction intermediates,
and equilibrium constants. The energy of a system at the quantum
level can, together with many other properties, be obtained by solving
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2 Tools of quantum chemistry

the appropriate time-independent Schrödinger equation HΨ=EΨ. A
branch of quantum chemistry approaches this problem directly, trying
to find solutions to the Schrödinger equation, thereby getting the wave
function (Ψ) and its energy eigenvalues (E). Appropriately, these are
called wave function methods.1 Another branch of quantum chemistry
calculates the energy as a functional2 of the electron density, without
solving the wave function explicitly. This approach, called density
functional theory, is the one employed in the present thesis. It utilizes
many of the concepts developed for wave function methods and will
therefore be treated in the following section.

Without further approximations, wave function methods lead to
equations that cannot be solved exactly for systems beyond the H+2
molecule. Two common approximations are; to include a single elec-
tronic surface (adiabatic approximation) and to ignore the coupling
between the movements of electrons and nuclei (Born–Oppenheimer
approximation). The resulting picture is that the nuclei move on a
potential energy surface created by the electrons, and minima on this
surface represent stable molecules. Another common approximation
is to ignore relativistic effects. They can be introduced at a later stage
as perturbations.

After settling for an appropriate form of the Hamiltonian (H) in
the Schrödinger equation above, approximations to the form of the
wave function are introduced. Even in its simplest form, the wave
function must be consistent with basic quantum mechanics like the
Pauli principle. It should change sign if coordinates of two electrons
are interchanged and two electrons of the same spin cannot occupy
the same region in space. A simple mathematical construction that
fulfills these requirements is the Slater Determinant, where each row
represents an electron coordinate and each column contains a one-
electron basis function.

In the Hartree–Fock (HF) approach, the shapes of the orbitals in
a single Slater Determinant are optimized with respect to the energy,
in accordance with the variational principle in quantum mechanics.
The resulting molecular orbitals are linear combinations of the origi-
nal one-electron basis functions. Including more basis functions in the
determinant allows for a better fit to the real wave function, at the
expense of an increased computational cost. With its single determi-
nant, Hartree–Fock is the basic wave function method in quantum

1The present discussion of wave function methods in quantum chemistry is
very brief. More details and further references can be found in general textbooks,
e.g., refs [1, 2].

2A function uses a number as an argument and produces another number. A
functional uses a function as an argument (e.g., the electron density) and produces
a number (e.g., the energy).
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2.1 Basics of wave function methods

chemistry from which more elaborate and accurate solutions can be
developed.

The major issue of all quantum chemistry methods is how to han-
dle interactions between electrons. Electrons are negatively charged
and repel each other through Coulomb interactions. As discussed
above, electrons of like spin cannot occupy the same region in space
and therefore have a tendency to avoid each other, independent of
their charges. The same-spin effect leads to longer electron–electron
distances, on average, and thus lower Coulomb repulsion. This ef-
fect on the electronic energy is known as the exchange energy. Due
to the use of an antisymmetric determinant, this interaction is well
accounted for in Hartree–Fock theory.

The major problem of Hartree–Fock is that, due to the use of a
single determinant, the electronic energy depends only on the inter-
actions with the average electron distribution of the other orbitals. In
real systems, electron movements are instantaneously correlated so
that average electron–electron distances increase and the total repul-
sion decreases. It is customary to define the difference between the
Hartree–Fock energy and the exact non-relativistic energy as the cor-
relation energy. The lack of correlation energy makes Hartree–Fock a
rather poor theory for evaluating relative energies of molecules.

More advanced wave function methods have ways to include elec-
tron correlation. This is usually achieved by including more determi-
nants in the construction of the wave function. New determinants can
be created by moving an electron from an occupied to a non-occupied
orbital in the original determinant. These new determinants increase
the flexibility of the wave function and allow electrons to correlate
their movements in different orbitals. There are different ways to de-
termine exactly how the wave function should be expanded. Promi-
nent examples are perturbation methods,MP2 andMP4, configuration
interaction (CI) and coupled cluster methods (e.g., CCSD(T)).

The different methods mentioned above all use the Hartree–Fock
solution as a starting point for the wave function expansion, and there-
fore experience problems when a single Slater Determinant is not a
good initial approximation. This happens in systems where several dif-
ferent electronic configurations are close in energy. Transition metal
systems with their open d-shells are good examples. One solution to
this problem is to use a multi-configuration method like MCSCF or
CASSCF. These methods also add new determinants to the wave func-
tion but optimize their orbitals as well as the coefficients in front of
them. CASPT2 additionally benefits from a perturbation treatment.
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2 Tools of quantum chemistry

Wave function methods can reach very high accuracies. In principle,
they converge to the“exact”result3 with more determinants and more
one-particle basis functions. It is therefore possible to benefit from
extrapolation schemes, like G2 and G3. These methods have reached
the target where they become almost as accurate as experiments (i.e.,
“chemical accuracy” of about 1 kcal/mol). Unfortunately, the cost of
performing the calculations limits their use to rather small systems
(10–20 atoms). If the target is to treat much larger systems with good
accuracy, an alternative path is required.

2.2 Density functional theory

An increasingly popular way to calculate molecular properties is pro-
vided by density functional theory (DFT)4. In principle, DFT methods
obtain their results in agreement with wave function methods, but
through a different route. Although not as accurate as the best wave
function methods, DFT has during the latest decade developed into a
method that, for many applications, provides sufficient accuracy at a
fraction of the cost of comparable wave function methods. Modeling
of enzyme active sites, as performed in the present thesis, requires
comparably large models, and density functional theory is therefore
the best computational approach.

As the name implies, density functional theory calculates the en-
ergy of a system as a functional of the total electron density, which can
be done without knowing the explicit form of the wave function. The
theoretical basis of density functional theory is the observation that
for non-degenerate ground states, the energy is a unique functional of
the electron density E[ρ]=E[ρ(r)] (Hohenberg–Kohn theorem) [5]. It
can also be shown that the true ground state electron density mini-
mizes the energy functional (Hohenberg–Kohn variational theorem).
The second theorem proves that it is possible to calculate the energy
by minimization procedures, similar to the ones used in wave function
methods.

A fundamental problem in density functional theory is that the
relation between energy and density, the density functional, is not
known. As a starting point, it is possible to write an energy functional
as a sum of terms from the nuclear potential (v(r)), kinetic energy
(T ) and electron–electron interactions (Vee):

E[ρ] =

∫

v(r)ρ(r)dr + T [ρ] + Vee[ρ] (2.1)

3That is, exact within the given Hamiltonian that in most cases invokes the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation and neglects relativistic effects.

4Overviews of density functional theory are available in refs [3, 4]
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2.2 Density functional theory

An important contribution to practical density functional theory was
given by Kohn and Sham when they introduced a reference system
of non-interacting electrons residing in orbitals [6]. The total elec-
tron density is then obtained as a sum of each orbital squared. In
theory, this density should be exact, despite the assumption of non-
interacting electrons, if only the employed density functional could
provide the correct electron potential. The major benefit of introduc-
ing this reference system is that large parts of the terms in eq 2.1
can be calculated exactly. If these exact parts are separated out, the
previous equation can be written:

E[ρ] =

∫

v(r)ρ(r)dr + Ts[ρ] + J [ρ] + (T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]) + (Vee[ρ]− J [ρ])

(2.2)

The first three terms in eq 2.2 are known. The two unknown terms,
the difference in kinetic energy between the true system (T [ρ]) and
a system of non-interacting electrons (Ts[ρ]), and the difference be-
tween the real electron–electron interaction (Vee[ρ]) and the Coulomb
interaction (J [ρ]), can be collected in a single term containing all un-
knowns, the so-called exchange-correlation energy Exc[ρ]. This term
is related to the correlation and exchange energies discussed for wave
function methods above, but it is not exactly the same concept. If
Exc[ρ] is introduced into eq 2.2, the functional becomes:

E[ρ] =

∫

v(r)ρ(r)dr + Ts[ρ] + J [ρ] + Exc[ρ] (2.3)

Constructing a determinant of the Kohn–Sham orbitals (φi) and min-
imizing the total energy with respect to the shape of the orbitals leads
to the following Kohn–Sham eigenvalue equation:

[

v(r)−
1

2
∇2 +

∫

ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
dr′ +

δExc[ρ]

δρ(r)

]

φi(r) = εiφi(r) (2.4)

In this equation, the analytical expressions have been introduced for
the Ts[ρ] and J [ρ] functionals. The expression inside the brackets is
the potential. It depends explicitly on the shape of the Kohn–Sham
orbitals and eq 2.4 can therefore only be solved iteratively.

The computational implementations of DFT are in many aspects
similar to the procedures developed for wave function methods. In its
use of a single determinant and the variational principle, the Kohn–
Sham approach resembles the Hartree–Fock method discussed above.
A major principle difference is that the Kohn–Sham equation (eq
2.4) would give the exact energies and electron density, if the correct
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2 Tools of quantum chemistry

exchange-correlation functional was used. The inherent accuracy of a
density functional method thus depends solely on the quality of the
functional.

Unfortunately, there is no systematic way to improve the exchange-
correlation functionals. In spite of this, new functionals with surpris-
ing accuracy were constructed in the early 1990’s, a development that
made DFT a useful method for chemical applications. The reasons for
the improvement of DFT functionals were the use of gradients, espe-
cially important for exchange terms, calculation of a fraction of the
exchange using Hartree–Fock, and the introduction of a few empiri-
cal parameters. The most prominent functional of this generation is
B3LYP, which has also been used in the present thesis. The B3LYP

functional can be written:

FB3LY P
xc = (1−A)FSlater

x +AFHF
x +BFBecke

x +(1−C)F V WN
c +CFLY P

c

(2.5)

In this functional, as many others, contributions to the exchange-
correlation functional are separated into exchange and correlation
parts. FSlater

x is the Slater exchange which is the solution to the ex-
change energy of a uniform electron gas. FHF

x is the exchange part
calculated with Hartree–Fock. Functionals that include this term are
generally called hybrid functionals [7]. FBecke

x is the gradient part of
the exchange functional of Becke [8]. F V WN

c is a correlation func-
tional for the uniform electron gas constructed by Vosko, Wilk and
Nusair [9]. FLY P

c is the correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr
[10]. It contains local and gradient terms and is a fit to the correla-
tion of two electrons in a He atom. A, B, and C are the coefficients
determined by Becke [11] using a fit to 116 experimental data in ref
[12], where the correlation functional of Perdew and Wang [13] was
used instead of FLY P

c in the expression above. This led to A=0.20,
B=0.72, and C=0.81. Functionals are commonly constructed to fit
systems for which there exists either good experimental data or an
exact solution. Density functional theory is thus semi-empirical, but
still general, because once constructed, the functionals can be applied
to any system.

2.3 Benchmark tests of accuracy

The preferred way to evaluate the accuracy of a theoretical method is
to compare computational results with a collection of known experi-
mental data, so-called test sets. Performances of some of the methods
discussed in the previous sections are shown in Table 2.1.
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2.3 Benchmark tests of accuracy

Table 2.1: Mean absolute errors in kcal/mol for selected methods in differ-
ent test sets. SVWN is a combination of the functionals FSlater

x and FV WN
c .

BLYP includes gradient contributions and is constructed from FBecke
x and

FLY P
c . B3LYP and B3PW91 are both hybrid functionals, i.e., contains con-
tributions from FHF

x , but in B3PW91, the correlation functional is FPW91
c .

B98 is a ten parameter hybrid functional designed by Becke [14, 15].

Wave function methods

Test set HF MP2 G2 G3

G2-1a 74.5 7.43 - -
G2/97b - - 1.50 1.01c

G3/99c - - - 1.07

Density functionals

Test set SVWN BLYP B3LYP B3PW91 B98

G2-1 - 4.95 2.20 - 1.75d

G2/97 52.40 5.77 3.31 3.65 -
G3/99 85.27 7.60 4.27 - -

a Data for 55 molecules in ref [16].
b Data for 297 molecules in ref [17].
d Data for 376 molecules in ref [18].
c Data from ref [15].

Among the most accurate methods to date are the composite G2 [19]
and G3 methods [20], and variants thereof. However, these methods
are considerably more time consuming than a DFT approach. A calcu-
lation with G2MS (simplified G2 method) [21] on 20 atoms requires a
computational effort comparable to a B3LYP calculation on a system
of 100 atoms.

Development of density functional theory beyond B3LYP, has led
to functionals that perform equally well, or in the case of B98 [14, 15],
even a bit better than B3LYP. The reason to keep using B3LYP is
that the expected performance of this functional is well established
and areas where it fails significantly are already mapped.

The present thesis primarily concerns systems containing the tran-
sition metal manganese, but the test sets do not include any data for
transition metal systems. Systematic investigations of the M–R bond
strengths in small cationic systems, MR+, where M is a first row tran-
sition metal and R is H, CH2, CH3 [22] or OH [23] give an average
absolute error of 4.9 kcal/mol for B3LYP, and a maximum error of 9
kcal/mol. Other studies of metal–ligand bond strengths show average
absolute errors for B3LYP in the range of 2–5 kcal/mol [24, 25]. Tran-
sition metal systems are notoriously difficult to treat computationally
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2 Tools of quantum chemistry

due to the presence of nearly degenerate 3d, 4s, and even 4p levels.
The relatively accurate performance of hybrid functionals like B3LYP

is therefore impressive.
The three B3LYP parameters in eq 2.5 are not fitted to any transi-

tion-metal compounds. Spin splittings in iron complexes are better
reproduced if the amount of Hartree–Fock exchange is decreased from
0.20 to 0.15, giving the B3LYP* functional [26, 27]. The optimal level
of HF exchange does not seem to be the same for all applications [28],
but investigations with B3LYP* have been included in Papers I, VI,
and VII.

2.4 Reaction rates and transition state

theory

The present thesis models the reactions in photosystem II and oroti-
dine decarboxylase, with the goal to find the reaction mechanism, i.e.,
the path followed from reactant(s) to product(s). The most commonly
used criteria to accept or discard a mechanism is that the calculated
reaction rate should be in reasonable agreement with experimental
observations.

There are two main variables that determine the reaction rate. The
first one is the energy distribution of the molecules, as given by system
temperature (T ). The second variable is the reaction barrier (∆G‡),
i.e., the relative free energy of the transition state (TS) connecting
reactant and product, see Fig. 2.1. Quantum chemistry provides a
unique way to isolate transition states and calculate transition state
barriers.

The connection between temperature, barrier, and reaction rate is
given by transition state theory (TST). In this theory, it is postulated
that all molecules along the reaction coordinate are in thermodynamic
equilibrium, which leads to the following expression for the rate (k):

k = κ
kBT

h
e−∆G‡/RT (2.6)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant and κ is
a probability factor that takes into account recrossings and possible
tunneling effects. In general, κ is close to unity, and the effect of this
variable is dwarfed by the exponential effect of the energy barrier
∆G‡. The geometry of the transition state is optimized on the elec-
tronic energy surface, and free energy corrections are added separately
by calculation of Hessian matrices. Finding the transition state on the
free energy surface by a simulation technique [29], is not expected to
have any significant effect on the reaction rate.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic free energy profile for a single step reaction. The
barrier ∆G‡ determines the reaction rate while ∆G0 gives the equilibrium
constant.

The transition state barrier (∆G‡) is the most important property in
many mechanistic investigations due to its dominating influence on
the reaction rate. DFT functionals have a tendency to underestimate
the barriers of several, but not all, small organic reactions [30–35]. A
possible origin of this tendency is that in many DFT functionals, there
remains an unphysical interaction of an electron with its own density,
which leads to stabilization of states where the density is smeared out,
e.g., a transition state [36]. Other potential effects of this error are
discussed in section 3.5. It can simultaneously be argued that DFT

could overestimate barriers of complex reactions with a high degree
of multi-reference character in the transition state. How these two
effects influence a particular transition state is difficult to predict,
but it seems unlikely that barriers of large complicated transition
states should be severely underestimated.

Most enzymes have reaction rates in the range 10–1000 s−1 which,
according to eq 2.6, correspond to reaction barriers of 11–15 kcal/mol.
In this perspective, the expected B3LYP error of 3–5 kcal/mol, as
observed in benchmark tests, appears problematic. The reason why
B3LYP is a useful tool for investigating enzymatic mechanisms is due
to the large difference in barrier heights for different hypothetical
mechanisms in the same enzyme. Even with an error of 3–5 kcal/mol,
it is still possible to differentiate between a mechanism with a calcu-
lated barrier of 15 kcal/mol from one with a barrier of 35 kcal/mol,
which is a rather common situation. However, when the predicted
rate of a reaction may be wrong by 2–3 orders of magnitude, there is
no hope of describing finer details of the kinetics, and factors like the
transition probability, κ, can safely be ignored.
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2 Tools of quantum chemistry

2.5 Spin transitions

A transition state can be located if reactant and product exist on
the same potential energy surface, as in Fig. 2.1. Papers VII and IX

treat reactions that proceed on more than one surface, because reac-
tants and products have different total spin. For these reactions, the
transition between the energy surfaces must be located, in addition
to finding a possible transition state.

The largest probability for a transition between two states is en-
countered when the energy difference between them is small. The
initial computational task is therefore to find the lowest point on the
surface where the two spin states have the same energy [37–39]. This
is the minimum-energy crossing point (MECP).

The rate of a transition depends both on the height of the crossing
point and the transition probability. For spin transitions, the latter
depends on the size of the spin-orbit coupling matrix element. This
is a relativistic term, generally not included in the calculations, but
possible to evaluate using a perturbation treatment. For transition
metal complexes, the height of the crossing point is expected to be
strongly dominating. Even a relatively poor spin-orbit coupling is not
expected to slow the reaction by more than a factor of 10–100, which
would correspond to an upward shift of the crossing point by approx-
imately 2 kcal/mol. Since this is within the error bars of the B3LYP

functional, the effects of spin-orbit coupling have been neglected.
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3

B3LYP applied to

manganese systems

Knowledge of the general accuracy of a method provides a way to
estimate its performance when applied to a new problem. Another
possibility is to analyze data more directly connected to the problem
of interest. Since the present thesis mainly concerns manganese sys-
tems, this chapter summarizes investigations of how B3LYP performs
for manganese complexes, results originally reported in Papers I and
II. The chapter also contains a discussion of how modeling choices,
required to treat large biochemical systems, may affect the quality of
the final results.

3.1 Basis set selection

The second most important choice, after the selection of a compu-
tational method, is which basis set to use for construction of the
Kohn–Sham orbitals. The shapes of the orbitals are restricted by the
mathematical functions used to describe them, i.e., the basis set. In-
cluding more functions in the basis set usually gives a more accurate
representation, but at the expense of increased computational cost.

The final energies are not very sensitive to the quality of the ge-
ometry optimization used to locate minima and transition states [40].
Consequently, geometries are optimized with a basis set of limited
size, frequently the double zeta basis set lacvp. In a study of the cat-
alytic cycle of manganese catalase, adding a polarization function to
the basis set used for optimization, changes relative energies of sta-
tionary points by 0.5 kcal/mol on average [41]. At the same time, the
computational cost is more than doubled.
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3 B3LYP applied to manganese systems

Final energies must be calculated with a larger basis set than the one
used for optimization, but the size of the basis set required to reach
convergence is generally smaller for DFT than for correlated wave
function methods [42]. Relative DFT energies usually converge for
basis sets of triple or quadruple zeta quality (including polarization
functions). In the present thesis, the most commonly used basis set is
lacv3p**+, which is of triple zeta quality with a single set of polariza-
tion functions on all atoms and diffuse functions on non-hydrogens.
Including a second polarization function changes relative energies in
the manganese catalase cycle by 0.8 kcal/mol on average [41].

In a chemical reaction, mainly the valence electrons experience sig-
nificant changes. To save computational time, the inert core electrons
of manganese are, in the lacvp and lacv3p basis sets, replaced by an
effective core potential (ECP) [43]. Paper I shows that the O–H bond
strength in permanganate (MnO3(OH)) changes by 2.8 kcal/mol if
the all-electron 6-311+G(d,p) basis set is used instead of lacv3p**+.
Using the relativistic Stuttgart/Dresden ECP instead of the non-
relativistic one in lacvp changes the same bond strength by only +0.2
kcal/mol. For binding of CO to first row transition metals, relativis-
tic effects increase the binding by 1–2 kcal/mol [44, 45], while the
mean effect when switching from an ECP to an all-electron basis set is
2.5 kcal/mol [46]. However, differences of the same magnitude appear
also between different all-electron basis sets. These effects illustrate
the importance of the basis set for the quality of the results.

3.2 Model selection

Enzymes are built from hundreds of amino acids and therefore contain
thousands of atoms, or in the case of photosystem II, around hundred
thousand atoms. At present, the limit for B3LYP calculations, using
the programs employed in the present thesis, Gaussian [47] and Jaguar
[48] is 100–200 atoms. The major part of the enzyme must therefore
be excluded from the computational model. This is only acceptable
if an enzyme’s activity mainly depends on the configuration close to
the site where the substrates bind, the active site. In addition, the
selected amino acids cannot be included in full, but this has only a
minor effect on the results [41].

Excluded atoms are replaced by a homogenous medium with a
dielectric constant (ε) of 4 to mimic the dielectric properties of the
surrounding. In general, the Poisson–Boltzmann solver in Jaguar [49]
has been used for solvent calculations. Relative solvent effects are gen-
erally less than 3–4 kcal/mol. Therefore, even if the errors in solvent
energies are 10–30 %, the effect on relative energies is limited.
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Amore elaborate way to consider the surrounding protein is to include
all atoms, and treat the non-reacting part with a faster but less ac-
curate method. This approach is generally labeled QM/MM (quan-
tum mechanics/molecular mechanics). The present thesis includes
QM/MM investigations of the enzyme orotidine decarboxylase (Pa-

per XI) using the program Qsite [50]. The QM part is calculated
with B3LYP, the MM part with the OPLS–AA force field [51]) and
the QM/MM interface is built by frozen localized molecular orbitals
[52, 53]. The drawback of QM/MM methods is the increased compu-
tational effort, the questionable accuracy of the QM–MM interactions
and the difficulty, due to the size of the MM part, to separate real
catalytic effects from artificial ones.

3.3 Benchmark of O–H bond strengths

An important part of the present thesis concerns the mechanism for
water oxidation to O2 in photosystem II. Before the release of O2,
the manganese-containing oxygen-evolving complex in photosystem
II is oxidized four times by the extraction of four electrons and four
protons. This is largely equivalent to dissociating four O–H bonds.
An important probe of the reaction in the oxygen-evolving complex
is thus the evaluation of O–H bond strengths in manganese systems.

To validate the accuracy of the B3LYP approach, Paper I reports
results of a benchmark of O–H bond strengths in six manganese com-
plexes, ranging from Mn-monomers to a Mn-tetramer, see Fig. 3.1. In
this test, the performance of B3LYP is satisfactory with a mean error
of 3.0 kcal/mol. In addition, the performances of four other function-
als are analyzed: BLYP, B3LYP* [26], B98 [14, 15], and HCTH407 [54].

Before further discussing the results of the benchmark, it should be
noted that deviations between experimental and computational data
have several different sources. One factor is the inherent error of the
functional, the quantity of main interest in a benchmark test. Other
factors are the computational approximations, i.e., the limited basis
set, the use of a continuum solvent model, and neglect of relativistic
effects. These approximations add error bars of 3–4 kcal/mol. There
are also uncertainties in the experimental data of ±3–4 kcal/mol that
partly originate from the thermodynamical cycle used to estimate the
O–H bond strengths [55, 56]. The present benchmark therefore gives
an indication of the accuracy of the functionals themselves, but is
more appropriate as an evaluation of how well the present computa-
tional implementation treats large redox active systems.

Deviations between computed and experimental O–H bond disso-
ciation enthalpies are shown in Fig. 3.2 and summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Manganese complexes investigated in the study of ligand O–H
bond strengths. The full complexes have been modeled, except for complex
6 where the aromatic rings of the phosphine ligands have been replaced by
hydrogens.

Complex 2 is not included in these compilations because the errors
for this system are very large, tens of kcal/mol, which indicates that
there is something missing in the chemical description of this complex.
Ignoring Complex 2, the B3LYP results are in general in acceptable
agreement with the experimental estimates. The mean absolute de-
viation is 3.0 kcal/mol and the maximum error is 7 kcal/mol, see
Fig. 3.2.

Treatments of transition metal systems are sensitive to the amount
of Hartree–Fock exchange in the functional (see eq 2.5). Decreasing
this amount from 20 % in B3LYP to 15 % in B3LYP* increases the

Table 3.1: Mean absolute deviation (∆) between experimental and calcu-
lated O–H bond strengths. Values are in kcal/mol. Results for complex 2

are not included in the calculations of the mean errors.

B3LYP B3LYP* BLYP B98 HCTH407

∆ 3.0 5.0 18.9 3.8 9.4
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Figure 3.2: Deviations from experimentally estimated O–H bond strengths
for the five functionals B3LYP, B3LYP*, BLYP, B98, and HCTH407.
For each functional the bars represent, from left to right, complex
1 ([MnO3(OH)]

− to [MnO4]
−, complex 3 ([Mn2(III,IV)-µ-O-µ-OH] to

[Mn2(IV,IV)-[µ-O]2], complex 4 ([Mn2(II,III)-[µ-OH]2]
+3 to [Mn2(III,III)-

µ-O-µ-OH]+3), complex 4 ([Mn2(III,III)-µ-O-µ-OH]
+3 to [Mn2(III,IV)-[µ-

O]2]
+3), complex 5 ([Mn2(III,IV)-H2O]

+ to [Mn2(IV,IV)-OH]
+), and fi-

nally complex 6 ([Mn4(III,III,III,IV)O3OH] to [Mn4(III,III,IV,IV)O4]).

manganese–ligand interaction which in turn weakens the O–H bond.
B3LYP* therefore has a slight tendency to underestimate the bond
strengths, but still performs well with a mean error of 5.0 kcal/mol.
Many functionals, including B3LYP and B3LYP*, underestimate the
O–H bond strength of the water molecule by 4–6 kcal/mol. The fact
that O–H bond strengths of manganese ligands are too weak in the
B3LYP* description, may reflect this error rather than an incorrect
treatment of the transition metal system.

B98 is the only functional that performs visibly better than B3LYP

in general benchmarks. In this test, B98 performs very similar to
B3LYP, with a mean error of 3.8 kcal/mol. Considering modeling
and experimental uncertainties, the three hybrid functionals; B3LYP,
B3LYP*, and B98 must be considered equally good.

BLYP does not include any Hartree–Fock exchange. Consequently,
it consistently underestimates all bond strengths and the mean abso-
lute error is 18.9 kcal/mol. The non-hybrid functional HCTH407 per-
forms well for some reactions but also displays large deviations, espe-
cially for permanganate, see Fig. 3.2. The mean error is 9.4 kcal/mol.
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3 B3LYP applied to manganese systems

3.4 Interpreting the structures

In addition to relative energies, there are other variables that can
help to discriminate between reaction mechanisms. These variables
can also be used to rationalize results from a chemical perspective.

Bond lengths and angles provide valuable information concern-
ing the nature of the system and can in many cases be compared
to experimental data. Relevant examples are EXAFS investigations
of the oxygen-evolving complex that give estimates of manganese–
manganese distances. B3LYP performs well for bond lengths of mole-
cules from the first and second row, with an average error of 0.013 Å
[57], but Mn–Mn distances show larger errors. In a B3LYP/lacvp op-
timization of the synthetic Mn4(IV,IV,IV,III)-cubane in Fig. 3.3 [58],

Mn–Mn distances are on average 0.11 Å too long.

The Mulliken spin population is a tool for analyzing the electronic
structure of a system. In this scheme, unpaired electrons in the total
electron density are assigned to individual atoms. For high-spin man-
ganese centers, spin populations rather well matches the number of
unpaired electrons. As an example, Mn(IV) with three unpaired d-
electrons gets a typical spin population of 2.8–2.9, fairly independent
of the basis set.

In the present investigations of the mechanism for O2 formation
in photosystem II, it is proposed that the active species in O–O bond
formation is an oxyl radical. An oxyl radical is characterized by a
spin population close to 1.0, i.e., one unpaired electron on oxygen.
Unfortunately, spin populations differ significantly depending on the
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of calculated Mn–Mn distances.
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3.5 Effects of the self-interaction error

amount of Hartree–Fock exchange in the functional as shown in Pa-

pers I and VI. For active complexes, B3LYP assigns 0.8–1.0 unpaired
electrons to oxygen while the same number is <0.1 for the non-hybrid
functional BLYP. In light of the superior results for hybrid function-
als in the benchmark test described in section 3.3, it is reasonable to
believe that B3LYP gives better spin populations.

Present DFT implementations using a single determinant cannot
correctly describe open-shell low-spin states, because these states are
linear combinations of different spin configurations. One example is
a manganese–oxyl radical system where the spin on the radical is
antiparallel to the spin on manganese. However, the energies of the
correct spin states can approximately be extrapolated from high- and
low-spin single determinants, using a Heisenberg–Hamiltonian and
the broken symmetry approach [59].

3.5 Effects of the self-interaction error

B3LYP performs surprisingly well for a large number of transition
metal applications. Still, practical DFT is inherently an approxima-
tive method and the construction of most Kohn–Sham DFT function-
als leads to basic flaws. One such flaw is the non-zero interaction of
an electron with its own density. In DFT, the Coulomb interaction
is treated “exactly” while the exchange part is approximated. For a
single electron these two terms should cancel, as they do for wave func-
tion methods like Hartree–Fock, but this is not the case for DFT. The
residual interaction of the electron with itself is the self-interaction er-
ror (SIE) [60–63]. There are DFT functionals that reduce or eliminate
the SIE [60, 62, 64–69] but the self-interaction corrected (SIC) func-
tionals so far constructed, perform worse in the general benchmark
tests [66, 70].

An important effect of the self-interaction error is the artificial sta-
bilization of delocalized states [62]. An illustrative example is the one-
electron system H2

+ [71], for which the dissociation curve is shown in
Fig. 3.4. B3LYP gives a qualitatively incorrect description of the dis-
sociation process and overestimates the stability of the H0.5++H0.5+

product by as much as 55 kcal/mol at infinite H–H distance.

The artificial stabilization of delocalized states is expected to be
important in systems where a single electron can reside on two nearly
equivalent centers. The oxygen-evolving complex with its four man-
ganese atoms in different oxidation states is a potential candidate.
Despite the self-interaction error, all calculations on that particular
manganese complex correctly predict localized states. The investiga-
tions in Paper II illustrate that the stabilities of the localized states
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Figure 3.4: Dissociation curves for H2
+ calculated with Hartree–Fock

(HF) and B3LYP. HF converges to the correct dissociation limit. B3LYP
should converge to the same limit but, due to effects of the self-interaction
error, overestimates the stability of the delocalized density H0.5++H0.5+ at
long H–H distances.

are due to short manganese–manganese distances and relatively large
reorganization energies.

It is not straightforward to calculate the magnitude of the self-
interaction error. One solution is to instead estimate the energy dif-
ference between a delocalized and a localized state (∆Eloc→del). A sys-
tem where all the density (ρ) is located on one fragment has a larger
Coulomb self-repulsion than if the density is delocalized on two equiv-
alent non-interacting centers (J [ρ0] > 2∗J [(ρ0/2)] = 2∗(1/2)2J [ρ0] =
(1/2)J [ρ0]).

In B3LYP, the HF exchange term cancels out some Coulomb inter-
action while remaining exchange terms scale as ρ4/3. Due to the dif-
ferent dependence of ρ compared to the Coulomb ρ2 term, the change
in exchange energy upon delocalization is smaller than the decrease
in Coulomb repulsion. This leads to an artificial stabilization of delo-
calized states. However, for systems with more than two atoms, the
localized state is favored by an extra degree of freedom because the
two fragments are free to adopt different optimal geometries. The re-
lation between electronic and geometric effects determines whether a
density will be localized or delocalized.

To quantify the effects of the self-interaction error for manganese
systems, the model Mn(III,IV)-dimer in Fig. 3.5 was investigated.
Mn(III,IV)-dimers have an odd electron that in the ferromagnetic
state can localize on a single manganese center or delocalize to form a
Mn3.5+-Mn3.5+-dimer. There is no direct biological precursor for this
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Figure 3.6: Difference in Mulliken spin population between manganese
centers in the dimer shown in Fig. 3.5 as a function of Mn-Mn distance.

complex but a Mn(III,IV)-dimer with µ-O bridges is a basic building
block of the oxygen-evolving complex in photosystem II. The results
should also be applicable to a wide range of manganese complexes.

At the equilibrium Mn–Mn distance of 2.72 Å, B3LYP predicts a
localized state with Mulliken spin populations of 3.82 and 2.90 for
the two manganese. The energy of the unstable delocalized state can
be calculated by restricting the density of the two centers to be equal
(Ci symmetry). This state is unstable by 21.8 kcal/mol.

From Fig. 3.4 it is obvious that the artificial stabilization of the
delocalized state increases with increasing distance between the frag-
ments. The Mn–Mn distance is therefore stretched from 2.72 Å to 32
Å by dissociating the dimer at the metal–oxo bonds, to yield two sym-
metric [(H2O)2(OH)2MnO] fragments. Fig. 3.6 illustrates how the ini-
tially localized manganese complex gradually delocalizes as the Mn–
Mn distance increases beyond 6–7 Å.
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Figure 3.7: Dissociation curves for the manganese systems shown in
Fig. 3.5. Relative energies are affected by uneven changes in hydrogen bond-
ing. At infinite Mn–Mn distances, the delocalized solution lies 10.4 kcal/mol
below the dissociation limit.

At the same time, the energy difference between the fully optimized
state and the constrained delocalized state decreases. At a Mn–Mn
distance of 7 Å, the localized state is stable by 13.1 kcal/mol. The

energy difference decreases to 5.5 kcal/mol at 8 Å and to 0.5 kcal/mol

at 10 Å. Beyond 10 Å, the fully optimized state is identical to the
constrained state, see Fig. 3.7.

At infinite manganese–manganese distances, the correct dissoci-
ation limit should be the sum of the isolated Mn(III)- and Mn(IV)-
complexes, but the self-interaction error artificially stabilizes a delo-
calized solution by 10.4 kcal/mol. An analysis of this error in terms of
electronic and geometric contributions, as discussed above, shows that
the electronic effect stabilizes the delocalized state by 28.2 kcal/mol,
while geometry relaxation favors the localized state by 17.8 kcal/mol.
The resulting error of 10.4 kcal/mol directly affects relative energies
in redox reactions, ionization potentials, and electron affinities. De-
localized states also lead to erroneous descriptions of geometries and
spectroscopic properties.

Fortunately, many transition metal dimers have asymmetric metal
centers, short metal–metal distances, and relatively large reorgani-
zation energies, three factors that extend the stability range of the
localized solution. Antiferromagnetic systems are also much less prone
to delocalization. Many transition metal systems will therefore be
described essentially correct.
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4

Photosystem II - where

plants oxidize water to

oxygen

Formation of O2 in photosystem II is one fundamental problem in bio-
chemistry that is yet to be solved. The present investigations pursue
a mechanism where an oxyl radical bound to manganese is the active
species in O–O bond formation. The secret of the oxygen-evolving
complex would then be to offer a route for radical formation along
which the radical can be created using a limited oxidative power.
When the radical has been formed, it should react with water to form
O2. Details of the oxyl radical mechanism are discussed in Papers III

and IV.

The importance of photosynthetic organisms that release O2 is
discussed in Chapter 1. In total, the photosynthetic reaction involves
a series of enzyme complexes. The present discussion concerns the
most fascinating of these enzymes, photosystem II (PSII), and more
specifically the site where water is oxidized to dioxygen, the oxygen-
evolving complex (OEC). PSII is an extremely large enzyme and the
OEC is only a very small part of it, see Fig. 4.1. In spite of this, the
OEC is a highly complicated structure that performs a critical part
of the photosynthetic reaction. Its core consists of an unprecedented
four manganese atoms. All studies of manganese complexes reported
in Chapter 3 have been made with this system in mind.

In photosynthetic organisms that evolve oxygen, absorption of
light leads to a series of charge separations that results in a hole
in the reaction center chlorophyll P680 (P680+). This electron defi-
cient species takes an electron from a nearby tyrosine residue, TyrZ .
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4 Photosystem II - where plants oxidize water to oxygen

Figure 4.1: X-ray structure of photosystem II [72] where the positions
of the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) and the reaction center chlorophyll
(P680) are highlighted. PSII is a membrane protein, bound to the thylakoid
membrane, as the other enzymes involved in the light-driven photosynthetic
reaction. The membrane separates two aqueous phases inside the chloro-
plast, stroma and lumen.

This creates a neutral tyrosyl radical, TyrZ ·, that in a final electron-
transfer step extracts an electron from the OEC. Four flashes of light
recreates the TyrZ · radical four times, enabling it to extract a to-
tal of four electrons. These four oxidations take the oxygen-evolving
complex through five intermediate oxidation states, S0–S4, where the
subscript denotes the number of removed electrons. Finally, the OEC

releases O2 when returning from S4 back to S0. A schematic illustra-
tion of the reaction is provided in Fig. 4.2, while reviews are available
in refs [73, 74].

P680+ is not powerful enough to abstract electrons from water and
the task of the oxygen-evolving complex is to facilitate water oxida-
tion. In addition, the OEC must enable O2 formation, because this
is required to take the cluster back to S0, where it can go through
a new reaction cycle. Even though some of the manganese centers in
the oxygen-evolving complex are oxidized during the catalytic cycle,
the only net reaction is water oxidation. Extracted protons and elec-
trons are used in energy-conservation processes and O2 is released as
a by-product.

The reasons photosystem II is so challenging to describe, both ex-
perimentally and theoretically, are the complexity of the transition
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4.1 Tools to investigate the reaction mechanism

Figure 4.2: Schematic reaction mechanism for oxygen evolution. The se-
quential absorption of four photons leads to the extraction of four electrons
from the oxygen-evolving complex, taking it through the S-state cycle shown
in the picture. S4 has not been observed experimentally.

metal system and the intricate flow of protons and electrons. The
main advantage of theoretical methods is the relative ease with which
hypothetical S-states can be isolated and evaluated. The major draw-
back is the requirement for an accurate model system, which can only
be designed with the help from experimental data.

4.1 Tools to investigate the reaction

mechanism

Most mechanistic investigations rely on the ability to calculate ac-
curate relative energies. In the present case, this is difficult because
the number of protons and electrons changes during the reaction. In-
vestigations in refs [75, 76] and Paper III use the fact that the OEC

is oxidized when the tyrosyl radical is reduced back to tyrosine. The
power available to oxidize the oxygen-evolving complex is thus in the
range of the energy required to oxidize tyrosine to a tyrosyl radical.
In both systems, removal of an electron and a proton is equivalent
to dissociating an O–H bond, and section 3.3 showed that B3LYP

is capable of calculating O–H bond strengths in manganese systems
with acceptable accuracy. In tyrosine, the bond dissociation energy is
estimated to be 87 kcal/mol [77], which leads to a similar limit for
oxidations of the manganese complex.

A recent X-ray structure [72] indicates that electrons and protons
leave the OEC through different routes. In each transition, TyrZ · thus
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4 Photosystem II - where plants oxidize water to oxygen

accepts only the electron and its redox potential may be increased
by a nearby protonated histidine. This in turn increases the energy
available for oxidation of the OEC by an estimated 5 kcal/mol. In
addition, the flow of protons is not equally distributed over the S-state
transitions, see Fig. 4.2 [78, 79]. To be able to model these transitions,
proton extraction is calculated separately from electron extraction.
The O–H bond energy criteria discussed above is thus divided into a
proton and an electron abstraction criteria, which enables calculation
of relative energies for each individual step.

Another probe of the S-state transitions is a comparison between
calculated Mn–Mn and Mn–Ca distances and corresponding values
given by EXAFS [80–83], keeping in mind that B3LYP seems to over-

estimate Mn–Mn distances by 0.11 Å on average, as shown in sec-
tion 3.4.

4.2 Preliminary structures of the oxygen-

evolving complex

One problem in the investigations of the OEC has been the lack of a
structure. The first step toward a structure came from Zouni et al [84,
85], and later from Kamiya et al [86], whom at rather low resolution
were able to suggest positions for the four manganese atoms, but
without Ca or amino acid ligands. A second step was provided by
Barber and Iwata et al [72], when they could assign a number of amino
acid ligands and suggest a position for calcium inside the cluster.

Both Papers III and IV are inspired by the structural proposal
in ref [72]. In this context it should be noted that the structural as-
signments of the three groups are not identical. All of them must be
regarded as tentative, both due to the low resolution (3.2–3.5 Å) and
due to the possibility that the X-ray diffraction process reduces the
OEC, which could possibly lead to a loss of order. Still, the suggested
structures provide interesting starting points for theoretical investi-
gations.

However, at a stage prior to the publication of the X-ray structure
by Barber and Iwata et al, the position of the calcium with respect
to the manganese was not settled. An early interpretation of the OEC

X-ray data was a cubane, with four corners occupied by manganese
and oxo groups in the other four. One metal atom extends from the
cubane, and this was assumed to be Ca.

The ambiguity regarding the position of Ca provided an opportu-
nity to evaluate structural alternatives using computational methods.
For this purpose, three different structures, shown in Fig. 4.3, were
designed with different positions of the metal atoms within the same
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4.2 Preliminary structures of the oxygen-evolving complex
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Figure 4.3: Selected models of the oxygen-evolving complex used in a the-
oretical investigation of possible structural assignments.

Table 4.1: Calculated Mn–Mn and Mn–Ca distances in the S2 state for
selected models of the OEC in Fig. 4.3, compared to EXAFS data. Note
that B3LYP overestimates Mn–Mn distances by 0.10–0.15 Å.

Distances (Å)

Outer “Short” “Long”
Model Cubane metal Mn–Mn Mn–Mn Mn–Ca

1 Mn4 Ca 2.87, 2.88, 2.95, None 3.37, 3.39
2.96, 3.06, 3.07

2 Mn3Ca Mn 2.84, 2.86, 3.01 3.33 3.27, 3.38,
3.48

3 Mn3Ca Mn 2.89, 2.90, 2.99, 3.49, 3.50 3.32, 3.33,
3.36, 3.40

EXAFSa 2.7, 2.7, 2.7 3.3 3.4, 3.4
a Data from refs [81, 82].

general framework. By comparing calculated metal–metal distances
with those suggested by EXAFS, see Table 4.1, it is obvious that
especially Model 2, but also Model 3, fits the experimental data sig-
nificantly better than the original Mn4-cubane suggestion (Model 1).
A Mn3Ca-Mn model is also in much better agreement with EPR data
[87, 88] and the position of Ca inside the cubane could later be sup-
ported by X-ray anomalous difference maps [72]. The final published
structure of the OEC is shown in Fig. 4.4. Although it is similar to
Model 3, Model 2 may still be a valid alternative, especially in light
of the uncertainties in the structural assignments.

In addition to the questions regarding the metal positions, the
final X-ray structure does not assign enough ligands to fill the co-
ordination shells of the metals. In the computational models, a re-
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4 Photosystem II - where plants oxidize water to oxygen
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Figure 4.4: X-ray structure of the oxygen-evolving complex with assigned
amino acid ligands and a bicarbonate ligand. Hydrogen atoms are excluded
from the picture. Directions for proton and electron transfer have been sug-
gested [72].
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Figure 4.5: Computational model of the structure of the oxygen-evolving
complex, including ten water derived ligands added in the calculations.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. In the S−1

1 state, Wat4, Wat8, and
Wat9 are hydroxide ligands while remaining terminal ligands are water.

fined version of the X-ray structure has been designed by adding up
to ten water-based ligands, see Fig. 4.5, and assigning protonation
states to all the ligands. The choice of oxidation state follows the
Mn4(III,III,IV,IV) suggestion for the S1 state [80, 88–90], but oxida-
tion states of individual manganese centers, as well as changes during
the S-state transitions, are proposed from computational results.

At this stage, the difference between the models in Papers III

and IV can be discussed. The latter paper is a continuation of the
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4.3 Early S-state transitions
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Figure 4.6: Proposed S0
−→S1

− transition. Dashed arrows show the routes
of the electron and the proton after leaving the oxygen-evolving complex.

former, but uses the published X-ray structure instead of a prelimi-
nary version, which leads to some changes, e.g., in the coordination
of Glu189 and Asp333. Further, it follows the X-ray structure more
closely, keeps the bicarbonate and constrain amino acids by fixing
terminal atoms in their X-ray positions. Despite these differences, the
descriptions of the S-state transitions are stable. There is one major
difference, Paper III follows an indirect suggestion that MnA is ox-
idized in the S1→S2 transition [91], while Paper IV does not. The
present discussion follows the results reported in Paper IV, which are
obtained using the model in Fig. 4.5.

4.3 Early S-state transitions

In the presently discussed model, the resting S0 state is the S−10
state, where the subscript denotes the S-state and the superscript
denotes the charge of the model. The proposed oxidation state is
Mn(IV,III,III,III), counting from MnA to MnD (refer to Fig. 4.5 for
atomic labels). Of the bridging ligands, only c-oxo is protonated while
all terminal ligands are water, except three hydroxide ligands Wat4,
Wat8, and Wat9, see Fig. 4.6.

In the first S-state transition, a proton and an electron is lost when
going from S−10 to S−11 . The electron is taken from MnC in the cube
and the proton from the bridging c-oxo group, see Fig. 4.6. By con-
sidering electron and proton transfers separately, an energy diagram
can be designed that shows the relative energies of all the states along
the reaction pathway, see Fig 4.7. In this energy diagram, the nega-
tive S0 and S1 states are more stable than the neutral ones, which is
the basis for assigning this as an S−10 →S−11 transition rather than an
S00→S01 transition. Further, the potential energy diagram shows that
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Figure 4.7: Calculated potential energy diagram for the full S-state cycle
of the oxygen-evolving complex. The energy diagram is based on calculated
energies, an estimated electron affinity of 126 kcal/mol for the receiving
TyrZ ·, and a proton affinity of the accepting lumen of 292 kcal/mol. Toge-
ther, these two parameters are fitted the overall exothermicity of the reaction
(approximately 47 kcal/mol), but the relation between them is chosen to get
a good description of the S-state transitions.

the transition is energetically favorable and should proceed without
problems. Structurally, the transition leads to a decrease of a Mn–Mn
bond length in agreement with EXAFS, although there are discrepan-
cies when it comes to the relative lengths of the Mn–Mn distances in
S1 [81].

In the next transition, only an electron is removed from the clus-
ter which makes it an S−11 →S02 transition. This is seen in Fig. 4.7 as
a transition from S−11 to an S2 state where S02 is more stable than
S−12 . The change in system charge is in agreement with experimen-
tal assignments [78, 79]. The electron is once again removed from a
Mn(III) in the cubane, this time it is MnB, see Fig. 4.8. Note also that
a proton is transferred from Wat7 to Wat8, both of them ligands to
MnC.
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4.4 Oxyl radical and O–O bond formation
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4.4 Oxyl radical and O–O bond formation

From an energetic point of view, oxidation of Mn(III) to Mn(IV) in
the early S-state transitions is generally not problematic and could, in
principle, be accomplished by almost any manganese complex. How-
ever, previous DFT calculations indicate that the O–O bond is not
formed with a reasonable barrier, except in mechanisms involving an
oxyl radical [75, 76]. The difficult task is to find a reasonable energy
for an S-state transition that leads to formation of an oxyl radical.

The S2→S3 transition is intriguing because it is known experi-
mentally that the structure rearranges in this step, but there is dis-
agreement both when it comes to the nature of the rearrangement
and what species is oxidized [90, 92]. The present suggestion for an
S02→S03 transition agrees with Dau et al [83], in that an extra short
Mn–Mn distance is created. This happens when the terminal water
ligand Wat8, loses one proton, transfers the second to Wat7, and be-
comes a bridging ligand between MnC and MnD, see Fig. 4.9. This
S02→S03 transition is almost thermoneutral (+3 kcal/mol).

However, the desired transition involves creation of an oxyl radi-
cal. A radical state can be reached by removing the proton that was
donated to Wat7 in the previous transition, creating an S−13 state.
In this state, the outer MnD can extract an electron from the now
bridging ligand Wat8, turning it into an oxyl radical. At the same
time, MnD loses its coordination to the same oxyl radical. The result-
ing S−13 -radical structure is shown in Fig. 4.10. It is only 1 kcal/mol
less stable than the S−13 state where all manganese are Mn(IV), see
Fig. 4.7.

However, compared to the S03 state, and further back to S02, the
oxyl radical is not stable. In the present model, the total energy re-
quired to reach the oxyl radical is 10 kcal/mol, see Fig. 4.7. This leaves
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Figure 4.10: Optimized radical S3 state. The radical position, a little left
of the center, is marked Oxyl. Dashed lines show the hydrogen bonding net-
work.

very little room for O–O bond formation because the entire barrier
should not exceed 15 kcal/mol. Modeling O–O bond formation from
the oxyl radical state gives a barrier around 17 kcal/mol, indicating
that radical formation must be close to thermoneutral.

The final electron is removed during O–O bond formation and
the energy decreases when the S04 state is formed with MnC as a
Mn(III)-peroxide. In the next step, the peroxide donates its proton
to the bridging c-oxo group. Finally, the complex returns back to the
S0-state after releasing O2 and binding a new water molecule at MnC.
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4.5 Water exchange

In summary, the results presented here show how theoretical meth-
ods have been used to evaluate structural proposals. In addition, very
reasonable S-state transitions have been proposed up to S2, and these
results can explain the uneven proton release pattern. Still, more
efforts are required to find reasonable energies for the higher S-state
transitions. New attempts can either use a modified ligand assignment
or investigate slightly different positions of the metal atoms.

4.5 Water exchange

A large number of different experimental probes have been applied to
photosystem II. One of them is the measurement of exchange rates of
the two water molecules that combine to form O2 in the S3→(S4)→S0
transition [93]. If these exchange rates could be rationalized, they
would provide information on the nature of the water-based ligands
and the oxidation state of the manganese center(s) that they bind to.
To understand how these factors affect water exchange rates, model-
ing of ligand exchange in manganese systems has been performed and
results are reported in Paper V.

In the OEC, water-based ligands (H2O, OH−, and O2−) bind in
terminal and bridging positions, see Fig. 4.5. Many of these positions
are accessible in simple monomeric and dimeric models. For the man-
ganese dimer in Fig. 4.11, a terminal water ligand exchanges with a
barrier of 8.6 kcal/mol. The bridging oxo group exchanges through a
ring-opening mechanism with a barrier of 19.2 kcal/mol. These num-
bers change by ± 3 kcal/mol depending on oxidation state, position
of Ca, and the nature of the ligand trans to the exchanging ligand.

1.91
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1.84
1.811.90

1.73

2.05
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1.47
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Figure 4.11: Rate-limiting transition state for exchange of a µ-oxo group
in the Mn-dimer [(H2O)2(OH)2Mn

IV (µ-O)2Mn
IV (H2O)2(OH)2]H2O. The

dashed line represents the reaction coordinate (formation of a bond between
manganese and the incoming water ligand). Numbers represent distances
in Å.
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4 Photosystem II - where plants oxidize water to oxygen

An attempt is made to rationalize the experimental water exchange
rates, using information from Papers III and IV. The conclusions
are slightly different than outlined in the original paper (Paper V).
Experimentally, one water molecule is bound already in S0 where it
exchanges with a barrier of 15.4 kcal/mol. It is here proposed to be
a terminal ligand, e.g., Wat8 bound to MnC (see Fig. 4.5), despite
a deviation from the estimated value for terminal hydroxo ligands
on Mn(III) (10–11 kcal/mol). The discrepancy might be due to the
ligand’s participation in a strong hydrogen bonding network.

The ligand binds tighter after the transition to S1 (barrier of
18.7 kcal/mol), which fits oxidation of MnC from Mn(III) to Mn(IV).
Surprisingly, it binds weaker again in S2 (barrier of 16.1 kcal/mol). A
possible explanation is that the ligand accepts a proton in the S1→S2
transition, as suggested in Fig. 4.9. Finally, among all the changes
that occur in the S2→S3 transition, the binding of the active wa-
ter molecule does not change. This is probably not consistent with
a structural change in the S2→S3 transition where Wat8 becomes a
bridging ligand or an oxyl radical. The second water molecule ex-
changes faster and cannot be resolved until S3. It is suggested that
this is a water in the second shell, e.g., Wat10, that binds tighter to
the cluster after the rearrangements that precede the S3 state.
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5

Synthetic complex for

O–O bond formation from

water

Due to the possible impact of novel renewable energy technologies,
there is a search for cheap and efficient systems that can harvest solar
energy in ways inspired by plants. These ambitions are still far from
being realized. At present time, synthetic complexes that in some way
mimic photosystem II (PSII) are not primarily precursors to large scale
solar energy systems, but rather tools to improve the understanding
of the reaction in the biological system.

Photosynthesis is a very complex multistep reaction and only for-
mation of O2 will be considered here. As no other biological systems
make O2 from water, it is natural to look for synthetic complexes that
perform this task. Still, the number is limited to a few select exam-
ples, primarily containing ruthenium or manganese [94]. If the goal
is to increase the understanding of O2 evolution in PSII, the most
interesting biomimetic catalyst is a manganese dimer with terpyri-
dine ligands, shown in Fig. 5.1 [95]. In addition to its ability to form
O2, it shares some geometrical features with the OEC, both having
manganese atoms linked by µ-oxo bridges. This complex has been
investigated in Papers VI and VII and further discussed in Paper

VIII.

Since only a few complexes are capable of O2 formation, it seems
reasonable that structurally related complexes perform this demand-
ing reaction in similar ways. In Chapter 4, the active species in O–O

bond formation in the oxygen-evolving complex was proposed to be
a Mn(IV)-oxyl radical. If the idea of functional similarity holds, the
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Figure 5.1: Structure of oxygen-evolving manganese dimer [(terpy)(H2O)
MnIV (µ-O)2Mn

III(H2O)(terpy)]
3+ (terpy=2,2′:6,2′′-Terpyridine) [95].

active species in the synthetic complex should then also be an oxyl
radical. Later, this assumption will be shown to be correct, which
strengthens the case of the oxyl-radical proposal for the biological
system.

The parallels between the two systems do not go beyond the O–O

bond formation step. The most obvious difference is the way the ac-
tive species is created. In the synthetic complex, this is accomplished
by using a strong oxidant, either an oxygen atom donor like oxone
(HSO−5 ) or the Ce

3+/Ce4+ redox couple [96], while the OEC manages
this using only the oxidative power of the tyrosyl radical.

The original proposal from Limburg et al was that the active state
of the synthetic complex should be the highly oxidized Mn(V)-oxo
state [95]. Fig. 5.2 shows a reaction scheme for the synthetic dimer
consistent with this proposal. However, there exist well characterized
Mn(V)-oxo complexes that are not reactive [97–99], so the existence
of a Mn(V)-state cannot be the only requirement for O–O bond for-
mation.

5.1 Oxyl radical state as the active form

A B3LYP calculation of the formal Mn(IV,V)-oxo state of the synthetic
dimer gives an electron density corresponding to a Mn(IV,IV)-oxyl
radical state. The Mulliken spin populations are 2.73 and -2.73 for
the two manganese centers and 0.85 for the terminal oxygen. The
spin on the oxyl radical is antiparallel to the spin on the neighboring
manganese. Individual manganese centers prefer high spin, in line
with the manganese centers in the OEC. A state corresponding to a
low-spin Mn(V)-oxo species is unstable by 12 kcal/mol.
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(e.g., HSO5

−) can react with the oxidized complex to form O2. The present
theoretical study focuses on the reaction step shown in black, the O–O bond
formation step with water.

The oxyl-radical assignment is not only based on the spin popula-
tion, but also on the long Mn–O distance of 1.76 Å. Mn(V)-oxo com-
plexes have manganese–oxygen distances in the range 1.56–1.63 Å.
The longer Mn–O distance in the present dimer is due to a single
bond between manganese and the oxyl radical, compared to double
(or triple) bonds in Mn(V)-oxo complexes.

The connection between activity and oxyl radical formation is fur-
ther analyzed by looking at some Mn(V)-oxo complexes not active
in O–O bond formation. Two of them have been investigated, both
forming square pyramidal Mn(V)-oxo complexes in closed shell singlet
states [97, 99]. The first complex has a tetraamide ligand while the
second has a bis-amido bis-alkoxo ligand, see Fig. 5.3. B3LYP calcula-
tions confirm that these two complexes form singlet Mn(V)-oxo states
with short Mn–O bonds around 1.56 Å. For the complex with the
tetraamide ligand, a Mn(V)-oxo triplet state is found 13.1 kcal/mol
above the singlet. The radical does not appear until the quintet state,
but this is located 19.5 kcal/mol above the singlet. The second com-
plex exhibits similar results.

Since the oxyl radical is predicted to be important for O–O bond
formation, some tests were performed to check the sensitivity of the
radical assignment. Changing the electrostatic environment by adding
counter ions or optimizing in a solvent medium did not change the
spin population or the manganese–oxygen distance. Improving the
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basis set also had a very limited effect. The only factor that does
affect the radical assignment is the choice of functional in the DFT

calculation, as discussed in section 3.4. If the structure is reoptimized
with the non-hybrid BLYP functional, a Mn(V)-oxo state is formed
with an oxygen spin population of only -0.07 and the Mn–O distance
decreases from 1.76 to 1.64 Å. However, as shown in section 3.3, the
B3LYP functional is significantly better than BLYP in treating these
manganese systems and the B3LYP spin assignment is therefore more
likely to be correct than the BLYP one.

5.2 O–O bond formation

Once the oxyl radical is formed, either in the synthetic dimer or in
the oxygen-evolving complex, it should react with a water molecule
to create the O–O bond of dioxygen. To show that the radical species
is an active intermediate in O2 formation, a reasonable activation
barrier (∆G‡) must be calculated for this reaction.

In the mechanism presented for the synthetic complex, the O–O

bond is formed by approaching a water molecule toward the oxyl radi-
cal. As the reaction proceeds, the water molecule transfers a proton to
a bridging µ-oxo group, see Fig. 5.4. At the same time, the manganese
is reduced by accepting an electron from the oxyl radical. Since the
spin on the oxyl radical is antiparallel to the spin on manganese, this
will be referred to as the antiparallel pathway. The transition state is
located at 23.4 kcal/mol and leads to an intermediate-spin Mn(III)-
peroxide (Mulliken spin of 1.91, i.e., three spins up and one down) at
19.1 kcal/mol. The potential energy surface for this reaction step is
shown in Fig. 5.5.
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The reaction proceeds along the reaction pathway shown in black.

With the present ligands, the Mn(III)-product prefers a high-spin
state. The reactant that is connected to the stable product is a Mn(IV)-
oxyl radical where the spin on oxygen is parallel to the spin on
manganese. This state lies 8.8 kcal/mol above the stable antiparallel
reactant and leads to a transition state with a barrier of 27.6 kcal/mol,
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5 Synthetic complex for O–O bond formation from water

see Fig. 5.5. The product is the desired high-spin Mn(III)-peroxide. As
expected, this state is more stable than the intermediate-spin product,
but only by 10.2 kcal/mol.

Taking both reaction pathways into account, the lowest barrier
is 23.4 kcal/mol, slightly higher than the experimental upper limit
of 20 kcal/mol. The deviation is within the error bars of the B3LYP

method, but there could possibly be something missing in the com-
putational description. An alternative, investigated in Paper VII, is
that the system performs a transition between the potential energy
surfaces, and in this way completes the reaction without passing any
of the two transition states.

5.3 Spin transitions for an O–O bond

formation reaction

In the present O–O bond formation reaction, a spin transition is re-
quired because reactant and product have different spin states. Spin
transitions are important for a large number of reactions, especially
those involving transition metals [100–104]. The possibility to locate
these transitions [39] enables a quantitative description of their effect
on reaction rates.

As shown in Fig. 5.5, there exist at least three different minimum-
energy crossing points (MECPs) between the potential energy sur-
faces of the present redox reaction. The first crossing is located at
9.3 kcal/mol, close to the high energy reactant, see Fig. 5.5. However,
if the crossing occurred at this point, the reaction would have to go
through the higher of the two transition states.

The reaction thus proceeds on the antiparallel surface and crosses
the transition state at 23.4 kcal/mol. There is a spin crossing in the
transition state region, but this is located at 28.0 kcal/mol, above both
transition states, and close to the parallel potential energy surface.
The rate of spin crossing through this point is thus considerably slower
than the rate of O–O bond formation on the antiparallel spin surface.
Instead, as the intermediate-spin Mn(III)-product is approached on
the antiparallel surface, the complex crosses over to the stable parallel
spin surface. This crossing is located at 19.2 kcal/mol and is not rate
limiting since the transition state itself lies at 23.4 kcal/mol.

The conclusion is that the complicated scheme of spin crossings in
the manganese dimer does not affect the rate of O–O bond formation
in the present system. If the mechanism for O–O bond formation is
similar in the OEC, it can be expected that spin transitions have a
limited effect on the reaction rate also in the biological system.
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5.4 Parallels between synthetic and

biological systems

The experimental results for the synthetic dimer are complicated to
analyze due to the presence of reactions that compete with O–O bond
formation from water [95]. The estimated 20 kcal/mol is therefore
to be considered as an upper limit for the reaction barrier. One of
the competing reactions is ligand exchange between the oxyl radi-
cal and solvent water. Investigations in Paper V give a barrier of
14.7 kcal/mol for this step.

An analysis of the data in ref [95] suggests that the barriers of
the different competing reactions should not differ by more than
2–3 kcal/mol. This is consistent with the computational investiga-
tions if the barrier of the O–O bond formation step is overestimated
by 3 kcal/mol, and the barrier of the exchange reaction is underes-
timated by the same amount. However, it is also possible that O2
formation in the synthetic dimer occurs in a slightly different way
than described above, e.g., by the participation of an additional com-
plex as suggested in ref [96].

What does this imply for the reaction in the oxygen-evolving com-
plex? Actually, it is not critical whether or not the presently described
oxyl-radical mechanism is the best description of the reaction in the
synthetic dimer. What matters is that the calculated barrier of the
oxyl-radical mechanism in the synthetic dimer is 23 kcal/mol, sub-
stantially higher than the 15 kcal/mol observed for the biological sys-
tem. However, this does not mean that the mechanism of the oxygen-
evolving complex is different from the outlined oxyl-radical pathway.
The high barrier in the synthetic dimer may instead be due to the
instability of the Mn(III)-peroxide states. In the oxygen-evolving com-
plex, both high-spin and intermediate-spin Mn(III)-states are more
stable which leads to a decrease in the corresponding transition state
barriers.
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6

Electron transfer in

transition metal dimers

Formation of O2 is the most intriguing part of the photosynthetic
mechanism. However, the reaction in photosystem II is also charac-
terized by a large number of interesting electron-transfer steps.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the initial absorption of a photon trig-
gers an electron to leave the reaction-center chlorophyll called P680.
That electron goes through a chain of electron transfer reactions that
constitutes an important part of the machinery that transfers solar
energy into chemical energy. Any attempt to design systems for arti-
ficial photosynthesis requires good knowledge of the mechanisms of
electron transfer, see e.g., ref [105]. The missing electron in the ox-
idized chlorophyll (P680+) is supplied by extraction of an electron
from the oxygen-evolving complex, a transfer mediated by formation
of the tyrosyl radical (TyrZ ·). It is possible that electron transfer
from the manganese cluster includes a step where the electron is first
transferred to an adequate leaving position within the cluster.

In part inspired by this possibility, the present chapter describes
the special case of electron transfer that can occur between tran-
sition metals in the same cluster. Two centers with different oxi-
dation states (mixed-valence) can switch oxidation states by inter-
nal electron-transfer reactions [106]. A possible application could be
molecular scale memory devices where the position of the electron in
a single molecule determines the memory state [107]. Other promi-
nent examples of mixed-valence systems are the active sites of some
enzymes, e.g., the above mentioned oxygen-evolving complex in pho-
tosystem II and the Mn-dimer in manganese catalase. It has been
proposed that the catalytic cycle of manganese catalase includes an
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6 Electron transfer in transition metal dimers

Complexes 3-4 Complexes 5-7 Complex 8

Manganese catalse
Complex 1 Complex 2

Figure 6.1: Models of the Mn(II,III)-dimer in manganese catalase (upper
left), the Mn(III,IV)-dimer discussed in the text (upper right), together with
three other ligand types used to design six additional mixed-valence dimers,
using different oxidation states and bridging ligands.

electron-transfer step between the two manganese centers [108]. This
step has been investigated in Paper IX, together with the correspond-
ing reaction in seven other manganese dimers, all shown in Fig. 6.1.

The standard way to treat electron-transfer reactions is to esti-
mate the reaction rate from the reorganization energy (λ) and the
electron-transfer matrix element between electron donor and electron
acceptor (HDA), see Fig. 6.2 [109, 110]. The present investigation puts
electron transfer in the same framework as other redox reactions by
directly optimizing transition states of electron-transfer reactions.

6.1 Antiferromagnetic dimers require spin

transitions

A twist to electron-transfer reactions in antiferromagnetic dimers with
high-spin centers is the requirement for a spin transition. If an electron
is transferred without changing spin, it becomes antiparallel to the
electrons on the accepting metal center, which is not a stable state.
A spin transition must therefore occur, but there are several options
when it comes to the timing of the spin transition. This leads to at
least three different electron-transfer pathways, named A, B, and C.

Route A is a single step reaction where electron transfer is con-
certed with the spin transition. Computationally, the transition state
is the minimum-energy crossing point (MECP) between the reactant
and the product state. Route B is a two-step process. The electron
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Figure 6.2: Schematic view of a symmetric electron-transfer reaction. Q
is the electron-transfer coordinate, Qi, and Qf represent initial (donor)
and final (acceptor) states while Q‡ is the transition state. For a dia-
batic case, Marcus theory gives a barrier (∆G‡diab) of λ/4. In the adiabatic
case, a strong electron-transfer matrix element (HDA) gives a lower barrier
(∆G‡adiab) and a flatter transition state region.

first changes its spin, turning a high-spin center into one with inter-
mediate spin. The spin of the electron that has flipped is now parallel
to the spins on the second center and electron transfer will result in
a stable product. The third route (C) starts with a transition from
an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state. When the spins of all
electrons are parallel, electron transfer can proceed in a straightfor-
ward fashion. Finally, the system relaxes back to an antiferromagnetic
state.

6.2 Mixed-valence manganese dimers

To illustrate these three reaction mechanisms, this section contains
results for a single mixed-valence manganese dimer. The selected sys-
tem is a negatively charged Mn(III,IV)-dimer with water-based lig-
ands, bridging µ-O and terminal OH and H2O ligands (Complex 2 in
Fig. 6.1). There exists no direct biological precursor for this model,
but a Mn(III,IV)-dimer with µ-O bridges can be considered as a basic
building block of the oxygen-evolving complex in photosystem II. The
system was also included in the investigations of the self-interaction
error in section 3.5.

In the ground state of Complex 2, the manganese to the left has a
spin of 3.82 (Mn(III), four d-electrons, high spin) while the manganese
to the right has a spin of -2.81 (Mn(IV), three d-electrons, high spin).
The two centers are antiferromagnetically coupled. For the concerted
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Figure 6.3: Three potential energy diagrams for electron transfer from a
Mn(III,IV)-state to a Mn(IV,III)-state in Complex 2,using the routes A, B,
and C described in the text. The dashed lines connect the identical reactant
and product states of the three reaction mechanisms.

route A, the spin crossing between reactant and product states is
located at 18.7 kcal/mol, as shown in the potential energy diagram
in Fig. 6.3. Judging from the spin populations at the crossing point
(3.71, -2.68), the electron fully remains on the first manganese until
the spin transition occurs.

Performing the spin transition before electron transfer, according
to route B, leads to spin transition at 31.3 kcal/mol above the reactant
and the resulting intermediate-spin Mn(III)-state has an energy of 27.2
kcal/mol. The high energies encountered along route B show that this
is not a possible pathway for electron transfer in this complex.

Continuing with route C, the transition from an antiferromagnetic
to a ferromagnetic state has a barrier of 10.9 kcal/mol. From the fer-
romagnetic state, electron transfer proceeds with a total barrier of
17.2 kcal/mol. The barrier of the final transition back to the antifer-
romagnetic state is, due to symmetry reasons, identical to the barrier
of the first spin transition along this route (10.9 kcal/mol).
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6.3 Oxidation state and ligand environment

Two variables that affect the rates of electron transfer are oxidation
state and ligand environment. Reaction barriers for the routes A–C
for seven other model manganese dimers, among them a model of the
active site of manganese catalase (see Fig. 6.1) are listed in Table 6.1.

The major differences between Mn(II,III)- and Mn(III,IV)-dimers
are the electron-transfer matrix elements that are much smaller in
the (III,IV)-complexes than in the (II,III)-complexes. This can be seen
by studying the imaginary frequencies of the transition states. Small
matrix elements lead to narrow transition states (see Fig. 6.2) and the
(III,IV)-complexes have force constants up to 100 times larger than
the (II,III)-complexes, which is reflected in imaginary frequencies in
the >1000i cm−1 range.

Further, complexes in the (II,III)-oxidation state (1, 3, 5, and
8) prefer the adiabatic route C over the diabatic route A by 7–12
kcal/mol. In route C, the barrier is lowered by a significant electron-
transfer matrix element, while there is no such contribution for route
A. This should be the major reason for the different barriers of the
two routes. The spread in barrier heights between different complexes
along the same route is mainly due to effects of the reorganization
energy.

Complexes in the (III,IV)-oxidation state with µ-O bridges all have
similar barriers for routes A and C. With the present accuracy and
the neglect of the different transition probabilities for routes A and
C, the preferred pathway cannot be determined.

Table 6.1: Transition state (TS) barriers for electron transfer in the com-
plexes 1-8 in Fig. 6.1 for the routes A and C. For route B, the energy of
the intermediate-spin state is too high (25–30 kcal/mol) for this to be a
viable route in any of the investigated complexes. TS AF is the barrier for
a transition from an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state.

# Oxid. Bridg. TS A TS AF TS C TS C freq.

state ligands kcal/mol (cm−1)

1 (II,III) (µ-OH)2 17.2 0.3 5.7 237i
2 (III,IV) (µ-O)2 18.7 10.9 17.2 1880i
3 (II,III) (µ-OH)2 22.4 2.8 13.3 335i
4 (III,IV) (µ-O)2 16.7 6.2 15.7 2740i
5 (II,III) (µ-OH)2 21.6 1.3 11.8 334i
6 (III,IV) (µ-OH)2 14.2 0.2 8.2 983i
7 (III,IV) (µ-O)2 13.0 12.4 12.8 1148i
8 (II,III) (µ-OH)2 13.6 2.3 6.4 313i
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6 Electron transfer in transition metal dimers

Barriers for transitions between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
states are largely proportional to the splitting between the states.

6.4 Ruthenium charge-transfer dimers

Attempts were made to optimize transition states for electron-transfer
in two classical mixed-valence ruthenium dimers, the Creutz–Taube
complex (Complex 9) and a related dimer with a different bridging
ligand (Complex 10), see Fig. 6.4. The latter is known to be at least
partly localized [111] and should have a barrier for electron-transfer.

Among the previous theoretical investigations of these two com-
plexes, see for example refs [107, 112–115], it seems that DFT meth-
ods consistently predict complete delocalization [107, 114], which is
the case also in the present study. The failures of the DFT treatment
can be explained by the effects of the self-interaction error [116] dis-
cussed in section 3.5. The two charge transfer complexes have rather
long Ru–Ru distances (7–12 Å), and at these distances, the artificial
stabilization of delocalized states can be significant. For the present
ruthenium dimers this leads to delocalized ground states from which
no Ru–Ru electron transfer can take place.

The delocalized transition states encountered for the manganese
dimers should also be affected by the self-interaction error but thanks
to the short Mn–Mn distances (2.7–3.0 Å), the effect should be lim-
ited, maybe below 1 kcal/mol. Unfortunately, many interesting met-
alloorganic complexes have long metal–metal distances and therefore
require alternative DFT functionals. A possible solution is to increase
the amount of Hartree–Fock exchange in the functional with increas-
ing distance between centers.
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Figure 6.4: Optimized geometries for the two Ru-dimers, the Creutz–
Taube complex [decaammine(µ-pyrazine)diruthenium]5+ (left) and the re-
lated [decaammine(µ-4,4′-bipyridine)diruthenium]5+ (right). B3LYP pre-
dicts no barriers for electron transfer and spin populations of (0.66, 0.66)
for Complex 9 and (0.54, 0.54) for Complex 10.
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7

Orotidine decarboxylase -

a superstar enzyme

Enzymes catalyze many reactions far better than man-made catalysts.
One goal of theoretical studies of enzymes is to understand how they
achieve their amazing catalytic power. In this respect, orotidine 5’-
monophosphate decarboxylase (ODCase) is one of the most fascinat-
ing enzymes. The reaction barrier for decarboxylation of its substrate
orotidine 5’-monophosphate (OMP), see Fig. 7.1, is 15 kcal/mol. In
solution, the corresponding barrier is 38 kcal/mol. Consequently, the
enzyme manages to lower the barrier by 23 kcal/mol. This rate accel-
eration is matched by few other enzymes [117] and ODCase performs
that task without help from metal ions or organic cofactors.

Analyzing the mechanism of ODCase can therefore be an impor-
tant step in understanding enzyme catalysis on a general level. It can
also shed light on the requirements of computational models applied
to enzymes. Results of the present investigations have originally been
reported in Papers X and XI.

One main event of the substrate reaction in ODCase is that the
carboxylate group attached to the pyrimidine ring leaves to form car-
bon dioxide (see Fig. 7.1). During this reaction, the negative charge of
the carboxylate is transferred to the pyrimidine ring. In other known
decarboxylations, this charge is stabilized by delocalization, either
into a π-system or by a cofactor present at the active site, but this is
not the case in ODCase. The other main event of the substrate reac-
tion is that a proton replaces the carboxylate on C6 of the pyrimidine
ring (refer to Fig. 7.1 for atomic labels). This proton can approach
the substrate either before, during, or after the C–C bond is cleaved.
These three alternatives give rise to three different classes of reaction
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mechanisms (see Fig. 7.2), each discussed in separate sections below.
The conclusion from Papers X and XI is a tentative support for

direct C–C bond cleavage, originally proposed by Warshel et al [118].
In this mechanism, stabilization of the negative charge on C6 in part
comes from loosely bound water molecules that approach C6 during
the reaction. In Paper XI, this mechanism showed promising results,
but only with severe constraints of the active site or with an elaborate
QM/MM treatment. Unpublished results show that the stabilization
of the transition state remains if the constraints are released and
the structure kept at the same local minimum. Contributions from a
QM/MM treatment are not significant for well-balanced models, but
become important when a smaller QM model cannot describe the
changes in hydrogen bonds that occur during the reaction.

7.1 Concerted protonation mechanism

From the X-ray structure of ODCase shown in Fig. 7.3, it is ex-
pected that a lysine residue (Lys93) should be particularly important
for catalysis because it seems to interact directly with the leaving
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Figure 7.3: Selected amino acids from the X-ray structure of ODCase
[122].

carboxylate [119–122]. One possibility for decarboxylation is a single
step reaction where Lys93 protonates C6, concerted with cleavage of
the bond between C6 and the carboxylate. In this mechanism, the
negative charge developing on the ring is directly stabilized by the
positive lysine.

In a model including only substrate and Lys93, see Fig. 7.4, the
barrier for the concerted mechanism is 37 kcal/mol, more than 20
kcal/mol higher than the enzymatic barrier. Lys93 is part of an in-
variant network of charged amino acids (Lys59, Asp91, Lys93, and
Asp96B) that from mutation experiments are known to be very im-
portant for the enzymatic reaction [123]. If the other three invariant
amino acids of this network are included in the model, the barrier
is largely unaffected (34 kcal/mol). In fact, the barrier is almost in-
variant to the selection of amino acids at the active site. Any effect
on the interaction between the positive lysine and the carboxylate in
the reactant seems to have a similar effect on the ability of lysine to
donate a proton in the transition state.

Since the selected amino acids did not provide any catalytic effect,
the rest of the protein matrix was included in a QM/MM description.
A QM/MM treatment is expected to handle both strain and long-range
electrostatic effects.

The large QM/MM model in Fig. 7.4 includes over 100 QM atoms
and more than 4600 MM atoms but in spite of the size of the model,
there was no sign of any important enzymatic effect. The barrier
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hydrogen atoms in MM residues are not displayed. The picture does not
display all residues that are included in the MM part.

actually increased by 2–4 kcal/mol when going from QM to QM/MM

models. Although the MM energies are not as accurate as the QM

energies, it would be an unlikely coincidence if errors in the QM/MM

treatment masked a real protein effect.
Claims by Raugei et al [124] that a concerted mechanism does

provide the required transition state stabilization could not be con-
firmed. Geometries from Car–Parrinello/molecular mechanics simu-
lations were kindly supplied by Dr Raugei. Calculations on a model
similar to the large QM model in Fig. 7.4, but including also the in-
variant Gln215 and Arg235, give a barrier of 42 kcal/mol. This value
does not change significantly if the structures are re-optimized using
B3LYP.

The reason for the discrepancy between the present results and
those of Raugei et al is not well established. The BLYP functional
used by Raugei et al give barriers 7 kcal/mol lower than B3LYP, but
this difference cannot alone explain the discrepancies of approximately
20 kcal/mol.
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7.2 Base protonation mechanisms

7.2 Base protonation mechanisms

It is known that protonation of the pyrimidine ring leads to a signif-
icant decrease in the strength of the C–C bond [125], but it has not
yet been shown that protonation can occur with a reasonable energy.
The sum of the energies required to protonate the ring and break the
C–C bond must not exceed the reaction barrier of 15 kcal/mol.

For this mechanism, the selection of amino acids has a significant
influence on the barrier. In the initial QM study in Paper X, the
lowest barrier is obtained for protonation of the carbonyl oxygen O2
using a model that includes all four charged amino acids close to the
carboxylate (Lys59, Asp91, Lys93 and Asp96B) and Gln215 at O2.
Compared to the carboxylate, the cost to protonate O2 is 7 kcal/mol,
and from this protonated structure there is a 19 kcal/mol barrier
for decarboxylation since the charged network stabilizes C–C bond
cleavage by approximately 8 kcal/mol. The problem of that model is
that the estimated protonation cost is not saturated with respect to
the number of included amino acids.

To improve the modeling of relative proton affinities, two QM/MM

extensions were made, see Fig. 7.5. As a comparison, two pure QM

models were designed with the same QM residues as the QM/MM

models. The QM/MM models give different proton affinities than the
corresponding QM models but also different results between them-
selves, depending on whether the protonated site interacts with a QM

or an MM residue, see Table 7.1.

Remembering that protonation costs of the pyrimidine ring are
calculated against the site with the highest proton affinity, i.e., the

Table 7.1: Proton affinities (kcal/mol) of different positions in the pyrimi-
dine ring. Refer to Fig. 7.1 for labels. QM/MM models are shown in Fig. 7.5
while the QM models include only the QM residues of the QM/MM models.
Values in parenthesis include large basis set effects and solvent corrections,
other values are taken directly from small basis set calculations.

Atom label

Model O2 N3 O4 C5 Carboxyl.

Substrate only 280 (261) 262 (247) 293 (274) 288 (263) 324 (290)
Small QM 281 (268) 244 (242) 270 (269) 264 (259) 278 (279)
Large QM 279 (266) 245 (241) 250 (258) 253 (250) 267 (272)
Small QM/MM 295 271 299 301 317
Large QM/MM 277 254 284 284 321
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carboxylate group, the lowest protonation cost (6 kcal/mol) is obta-
ined for O2 in the large QM model. This estimate is probably too low
because the large QM model lacks Asp91 and Asp96B, that in other
models increase the protonation cost of O2 relative to the carboxylate
by 12 kcal/mol. If they were included, this would give a total proto-
nation cost of 18 kcal/mol. Together with an estimated 19 kcal/mol
required to cleave the C–C bond from previous calculations, the total
barrier is 37 kcal/mol. In the QM/MM models, the lowest protonation
cost is 16 kcal/mol for C5 in the small QM/MM model (see Table
7.1). Due to the high costs of protonating the substrate, the base
protonation mechanism is not supported.

7.3 C–C bond cleavage prior to proton

donation

The third investigated alternative is a stepwise mechanism in which
the C–C bond is cleaved prior to protonation of C6, originally pro-
posed by Warshel et al [118]. The simulation structures from that
study were kindly supplied by Dr Strâjbl and they have been used as
starting points for regular QM modeling. To keep the overall geome-
tries close to the starting structures, several atoms had to be frozen
during the optimizations, as indicated in Fig. 7.6. In these structures,
the relative energy between reactant and an intermediate with a bro-
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structures obtained from molecular dynamics simulations in ref [118].

ken C–C bond is only 15 kcal/mol (thermal and entropy effects not
included). This is a remarkable decrease from the high barriers of the
previous mechanisms. The geometry of the transition state, with wa-
ter molecules interacting with C6, indicates that these water molecules
provide an essential part of the stabilization of the negative charge
developing on C6. The second part of the stabilization is provided by
the network of charged amino acid residues.

However, if the structures are released, this leads to large move-
ments of amino acids and water molecules, and the apparent stabi-
lization disappears. To avoid these rearrangements, a large QM/MM

model was designed. Starting from a re-optimized reactant structure,
the energy required to reach the transition state by increasing the
C–C bond length is 22 kcal/mol and two water molecules find their
ways to C6 without any constraints. Adding thermal corrections of
-3 kcal/mol, from smaller models of the decarboxylation reaction,
gives a barrier around 19 kcal/mol, still not including solvent ef-
fects. This is in reasonable agreement with the experimental barrier
of 15 kcal/mol.

The modeling philosophy of the present thesis is that important
energetic effects should be accessible through QM models. To han-
dle the mobile residues, a very large QM model was designed where
many hydrogen bonds are saturated and where hydrophobic residues
constrain the flexibility of the active site, see Fig. 7.7.

Starting from the simulation geometries for reactant and transi-
tion state, initial calculations where the positions of all waters are
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frozen, as well as two sites on each amino acid, give a relative energy
of 16 kcal/mol for the structure with the broken C–C bond (bond

length of 3.57 Å). These energies include corrections for solvent and
thermal effects. Gradually releasing the constraints until only the ter-
minal ends of the amino acids are frozen, increases the energy to 22
kcal/mol, but the major part of the catalytic effect still remains. Two
water molecules stay in positions where they stabilize the negative
charge developing on C6. A similar barrier for decarboxylation can
be obtained by extending the C–C bond from the reactant structure.
However, releasing the C–C bond in the transition state leads to a
new minimum with a lower energy. The designed model is therefore
still not stable in all details.

A value of 22 kcal/mol for the reaction barrier is too high com-
pared to experiment but still more reasonable than for any previous
mechanism. The interpretation is that the catalytic mechanism can
be basically correct but missing some details. The importance of the
mobile water residues and the charged network is probably the source
of the difficulties in describing the mechanism of ODCase. The inter-
actions between these groups are strong and the energy of different
conformations must be reproduced accurately. In a truncated model
with unsaturated hydrogen bonds, this is very difficult to achieve.
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8

Concluding remarks

The investigations in the present thesis outline a radical mechanism
for oxygen evolution in photosystem II. The factors enabling these
investigations have not only been improvement of computational faci-
lities, but also experimental investigations of the oxygen-evolving com-
plex and synthesis of biomimetic complexes. The major refinements
of the theoretical description in the near future will more likely be due
to experimental information of higher resolution and accuracy than
improved computational methods or resources. The most important
development would be a confirmation of the structure of the OEC.
Theoretical methods will remain unique in their “accessibility” to the
highly oxidized states, which provides an opportunity to outline a
detailed mechanism for O–O bond formation.

Functional mimics of the oxygen-evolving complex are mainly of
use as models to increase the understanding of the natural system.
There is still a long way to go before they can be used as economical
systems for solar energy collection. To develop efficient solar cells,
it is not enough to mimic the function of photosynthesis, because
the target must be a significantly higher efficiency in harvesting solar
energy compared to the process in plants.

The number of systems accessible to computational chemistry, as
well as the the maximum size of these systems, is bound to increase.
With improved computational resources, a limiting factor will be the
time required to analyze results of calculations on bigger and bigger
systems. This increases the risk of drawing incorrect conclusions from
undetected artifacts. On the other hand, improved experience of mod-
eling complicated biochemical systems will lead to increasing consen-
sus of how enzymes achieve their catalytic powers, and which methods
to use when addressing these problems.
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